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Classic Text 29 - Philosophy of
Language: Theories of
Reference for Other Terms
In Classic Text 25 we looked at causal theories of
reference for names including reference fixing
(grounding) and reference borrowing. In this study
unit we examine causal theories of reference for
terms other than names, as presented by Devitt &
Sterelny’s in chapter 5 of their Language and
Reality: An Introduction to the Philosophy of
Language (2nd Edition) (1999). We strongly
recommend buying or borrowing a copy of their
book and reading the chapter in question, ideally
more than once because, as with the last chapter,
this one is also very closely argued.
Description Theories of Natural Kind Terms

Hilary Putnam (1926 – 2016) American
Philosopher, Mathematician and Computer
Scientist Renown for his Contributions to the
Philosophy of Mind, Language and Mathematics

The causal approach to reference can be extended to terms other than names, sometimes
supplemented by other “mechanisms of reference” such as descriptive and / or hybrid theories.
While the authors’ coverage is not exhaustive, the other terms they do explain suggest that
understanding the referential mechanisms of those that they do not discuss should not be
substantially different or more difficult.
In the first section the authors consider general terms and mass terms. A general term such as ‘tiger’
or ‘computer’ refers to tigers and computers respectively. General terms can be counted, however
an aggregation of the things that general terms refer to are not the same thing. Thus an aggregation
of tigers is not a tiger. Mass terms like ‘water’ however are different. Although we can count the
number of drops of water in a glass or measure its volume, we cannot count the water itself. Thus
mass terms refer cumulatively. According to Quine (1960 p. 91), “any sum of parts which are water is
water.” As the authors point out, some terms can function both ways, though these are very much
the exception. E.g. In ‘Mary had a little lamb’, the term ‘lamb’ is a general term; however in ‘Mary
has some lamb, she also had some beef’, the term ‘lamb’ is a mass term. (p. 83)
In Classic Text 26 we defined a natural kind as a group of singular objects that always share
particular qualities (known or unknown). Thus a natural kind designates a “real” structure in the
natural world as, opposed to an artifact of (human) reasoning, by which researchers attempt to
explain common sense knowledge with scientific knowledge. There are general terms like ‘tiger’ and
mass terms like ‘gold’ that refer to observable natural kinds. Similarly, there are general terms like
‘atom’ and mass terms like ‘oxygen’ that refer to unobservable natural kinds. In the same way that
there are description theories of names, so there are description theories of natural kinds.
Competent speakers associate various descriptions with such terms so that, using Frege’s
terminology, one of these descriptions, or most of a cluster of them, expresses the sense of the
term, which in turn determines its reference. Alternatively, using Carnap’s terminology, one of these
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descriptions, or most of a cluster of them, expresses the intension of the term, which in turn
determines its extension. (See Classic Text 17) According to the authors, if only one description
counts then the view is analogous to the classical description theory of names. If however a cluster
of descriptions counts then then the view is analogous to the modern description theory of names.
(Classical Text 21) (p. 84)
In addition there are description theories of understanding natural kind terms. Understanding such a
term consists in grasping its sense or intension by associating it with the correct description(s) that
determine its extension. However, as with names, description theorists go further by accepting the
Cartesian assumption that speakers (tacitly) know the meanings and hence have knowledge of
natural kind terms. (p. 84)
The authors focus their subsequent discussion on general terms that refer to members of observable
natural kinds and on classical rather than cluster theories. As before, they rely on Kripke (1980) and
Putnam (1975).
Take the general term ‘tiger’. Descriptions associated with this term are along the lines of ‘largest
carnivorous feline species, recognisable for its dark vertical stripes on reddish-orange fur with lighter
underside.’ Alternatively, consider the general term ‘lemon’. Descriptions associated with this term
are along the lines of ‘ellipsoidal yellow citrus fruit containing tart sour juice and seeds’. Thus, ‘tiger’
and ‘lemon’ refer to members of whatever kind (most or all) of its associated descriptions pertain to.
Just as with the description theory of names, the description theory of natural kind terms provides
an appealing solution to the problem of identity statements encountered in Classic Text 17.
Reconsider,
Cordates are cordates.
Cordates are renates.
Although the terms ‘cordate’ and ‘renate’ are coreferential, these sentences differ in meaning
because they are associated with different descriptions, namely ‘having hearts’ and having kidneys’
respectively. (p. 84)
As with the classical description theory of names, description theories of natural kind terms are
beset by the same three problems of principled bias, unwanted ambiguity and unwanted necessity.
(See Classic Text 21) These are respectively, 1) the need for some sort of bias for choosing which
among the many descriptions a speaker associates with a term that expresses its sense and
determines its reference. 2) There are obvious differences between what different members of a
speech community would regard as a description that has salience for each of them. 3) Suppose that
the description above associated with the term ‘tiger’ expresses its sense and therefore determines
its reference. Then consider,
(a) Tigers are striped.
(b) The largest carnivorous feline species, recognisable for its dark vertical stripes on reddishorange fur with lighter underside, are striped.
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According to the description theory, the above sentences should be both synonymous and
necessary, though they appear to be neither. (p. 85)
As with non-classical description theories of names, those of general terms also experience the
problem of lost rigidity. (See Classic Text 21) Recall that for a term to be a rigid designator it must
designate or apply to the same object in every possible world where it designates at all. Thus for it to
be the case that ‘all 𝐹’s are 𝐺’s’ would truly characterise some counterfactual situation only if any
object that ‘𝐹’ actually applies to and exists in that situation, is also 𝐺 in that situation. The same is
true of mass terms. The problem that beset ridged designators in Classic Text 21 also occurs with
natural kind terms which are ridged appliers, whereas the descriptions allegedly synonymous with
them are not. (p. 85)
Compare:
(c) Tigers are reluctant to attack humans.
(d) The largest carnivorous feline species, recognisable for its dark vertical stripes on reddishorange fur with lighter underside, are reluctant to attack humans.
Suppose that the adaptive environment of Indian tigers had been different so that they evolved
reddish-orange fur without stripes and that another species, say in Africa, had evolved to be similar
to our tigers including having dark vertical stripes on reddish-orange fur. In that case, the truth of (d)
would depend on whether the other species would be reluctant to attack humans, whereas (c) would
still depend on whether real world tigers are reluctant to attack humans. Therefore the description,
‘The largest carnivorous feline species…’ would not express the sense of the term ‘tiger’. (p. 86)
As in Classical Text 21, the authors do not regard the above objections, on their own, as inimical to
description theories; however they do regard the problem of ignorance and error, below, as
“catastrophic” because it places too great an epistemic burden on competent speakers. Putnam’s
(1975) example of ‘elm’ vs. ‘beech’ illustrates the point. Like most people, Putnam could not
describe the difference between elm trees and beech trees - the descriptions he associated with
either are inadequate to determine their extensions. Nor could he pick out elms from beeches from
among a grove of trees. And yet he could use the term ‘elm’ to refer to elm trees and ‘beech’ to
refer to beech trees. (p. 86)
The term ‘whale’ is another example of error. In the past, people associated the term ‘whale’ with
the description ‘very big fish’; whereas today we know that whales are very large mammals.
However that did not stop people in the past from correctly using the term ‘whale’ to refer to
whales. (p. 86)
Even the remote possibility of error militates against description theories, as the following imagined
scenario by Kripke (1980 p. 119 - 121) suggests. Suppose one day that we discover that tigers do not
have any of the properties we thought them to have. They turn out to be quite different, perhaps
having been inadvertently left on earth as pets of extraterrestrial visitors in the distant past. As we
discover, one of their unusual characteristics is to cause humans have hallucinations of largest
carnivorous felines with dark vertical stripes on reddish-orange fur… etc. Yet, despite our imagined
error about tigers, our word ‘tiger’ would still have successfully referred to them. (p.86)
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Speakers can refer to members of a natural kind even if they are ignorant or in error about such a
kind. It is not necessary that they associate identifying descriptions with the objects refed to by a
natural kind term. Neither is it sufficient for the association of identifying descriptions to make a
term refer to the objects identified. Suppose that palaeontologists discover the fossil of an animal
that fits the description we usually associate with the term ‘unicorn’. The uncanny likeness of the
fossil to unicorns does not mean that they are what we have always referred to as unicorns, unless
of course the sighting of these fossils had featured in the origins of our unicorn mythology.
Something like this did occur during Roman times with the discovery of dinosaur bones being
interpreted as evidence for the existence of monsters. More likely though, the resemblance of newly
discovered ‘unicorn’ fossils to our idea of unicorns would be merely a matter of chance so that our
term does not refer to them.1 (p. 86 - 87)
Reference borrowing, as discussed in Classic Text 21, helps with the above problems, just as it did
with names, but makes the problem of principled bias and unwanted ambiguity worse, especially if
the borrowing is from scientific experts. In addition, all the problems that beset the description
theory of reference borrowing would crop up again for natural kind terms. Such a theory requires
beliefs where none may exist; in particular, someone may have no beliefs about the experts from
whom he or she borrowed the reference. (p. 87)
In Classic Text 21 we discussed a version of Putman’s (1970 p. 223 - 227) “Twin Earth” example;
however the original analogy concerned mass terms, such as water. Suppose again that Twin Earth is
exactly like earth in every respect, except that while on Earth our water is composed of H 2O, on Twin
Earth their water-like substance is, in fact, composed of XYZ. Twin Earth water has all the
characteristics of water, being clear, odourless, potable etc. So when Oscar, here on Earth, use the
term ‘water’ he is referring to H2O; however when Oscar’s doppelgänger on Twin Earth uses the
phonetically identical term ‘water’ he is referring to XYZ. (p. 87)
The point of this analogy is that no intrinsic internal state of Oscar or his doppelgänger, or indeed
anybody else, can express a sense that is sufficient to determine the reference of the term ‘water’.
As Putnam put it, “meanings just ain’t in the head.” As we pointed out in Classic Text 21, to suppose
otherwise would be a form of magical thinking. Furthermore, the fact that reference depends, in
part, on external facts confirms that description theories are essentially incomplete. Meanings
cannot be explained by internal associations. Some terms may indeed get their reference by internal
associations but this cannot go on ad infinitum – some terms, at least, must get their reference via
relations with reality outside of language and the mind. Finally, Putman’s Twin Earth analogy shows
that description theories of natural kind terms must be rejected for same reasons they were for
names. (p. 87 - 88)
A Causal Theory of Natural Kind Terms
As with the causal theory of names, that of natural kind terms must explain how a term is linked to
its referent in the first place and how reference can be borrowed or socially transmitted to those
who have no contact with the referent. According to the authors, the grounding of a natural kind
term involves an ostensive component and a “nature” component. Typically, a natural kind term is
1

Narwhal tusks were once believed by Medieval Europeans to be the horns of legendary unicorns. (Wikipedia:
Narwhal)
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introduced into language by ostensive contact with samples of the kind. Thus ‘tiger’ and ‘gold’ are
introduced into language by causal contact with samples of tigers and gold respectively. The
extension of those terms then is all those objects that are of the same kind and share the same
nature of the ostensive samples. Determining what is the shared nature of things of the same kind is
usually only discovered by empirical research. Thus, the shared nature of the biological species of
tigers is their common evolutionary origin; whereas the shared nature of the chemical species of
gold is the shred atomic number of 79, representing the number of protons in gold nuclei. Mostly, a
competent user of such terms has no knowledge of such matters, and hence no true beliefs about
what determines the reference of such terms and sometimes, nobody does. (p. 88)
The extent of ignorance may be even greater than this. It may be that most of those who use a
natural kind term may not even be acquainted with samples of the kind even as they borrow
reference from others, as with names. Such reference borrowers are unlikely to have any true
beliefs about the shared nature of the relevant kind; nor are they likely to have beliefs sufficient to
identify representatives of the relevant kind. Putnam’s and most of our ignorance with respect to
elm and beech trees is a case in point. The causal theory lightens the epistemic burden because we
are not required to have such beliefs. (p. 88)
Putnam speaks about reference borrowing as “the linguistic division of labour”. Because language is
a social phenomenon, people are able to use linguistic terms in their interactions with the world
even though they may not be able to relate such terms to the world. Each of us gains the benefit of
our linguistic involvement with others, who, in turn, ultimately depend on those who have grounded
the terms. Some of these grounders may be experts who are able to furnish identity conditions, but
others need not be, so long as the grounders have, as a matter of fact, linked the term to the world.
(p. 88 - 89)
The authors provide an example of an apprentice jeweller being taught about precious metals. The
master jeweller shows her a sample of platinum saying, “This is platinum”. In this way she gains the
ability to use the term to refer to platinum, an ability which is grounded in the metal by the
demonstration. Her subsequent uses of the term will refer to the metal in virtue of their causal links
to it. Later encounters with other samples of platinum will involve multiple groundings of the term.
During her career she goes on to use the term ‘platinum’ with friends, customers and people in
other trades, enabling them to borrow the reference of the term from her. Thus, a causal network
for the term grounded in a natural kind becomes established and is extended to the linguistic
community. (p. 89)
As with names, the causal theory of natural kind terms is one of reference but also sense and
linguistic competence. (See Classic Text 25) The sense of a term is the property of referring by a
certain type of grounded causal chain (unless there is a failure of reference). Thus, the shared nature
of members of a natural kind is tied up with the sense of the term. Again, as with names,
competence with a natural kind term is simply an ability to use it that is gained at its grounding or
via reference borrowing by being appropriately linked to a causal network for the term. However,
although we speak of “grasping the sense” of a term in a psychological way, there is no need to have
any true beliefs or knowledge about the sense of the term which is largely external to the mind of
the ordinary speaker. There is no need for the Cartesian assumption. (See Classic Text 17) (p. 89)
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As with names, multiple groundings of natural kind terms are important because mistakes can be
overlooked or corrected by changing reference. If reference were fixed solely by the samples present
at the dubbing of a natural kind term, its reference would be immutable. However natural kind
terms may be multiply grounded in subsequent groundings. If a few of either are mistaken because
some samples of a different kind are included, this need not affect reference so long as the number
of mistaken groundings is insignificant. Should they not be insignificant but involve systematic errors
then the reference for the term will change. Occasionally such a change can be brought about
deliberately such as when people decide to use an old term in a new way, thus initiating a new
pattern of grounding. If this happens gradually or by mistake rather than a decision, there will be a
period when there really is no determinate matter of fact about the reference of the term, and we
would have to invoke the notion of partial reference into the theory. However the authors do not
pursue this. (p. 90)
According to the above account, grounding involves perception of sample; however this is not
always possible as some natural kind terms like ‘atom’ or ‘oxygen’ are not readily perceptible.
However we can make them perceptible via the use of scientific instruments or chemical reactions.
For example, an aqueous solution of pyrogallol will turn brown in the presence of oxygen.
The Qua-Problem
In Classic Text 25 we saw how the causal theory of reference took us perhaps too far, in that a
person can use a name successfully without having any true beliefs about its bearer. There is a
similar problem for natural kind terms. When we consider the grounding of a natural kind term,
there seems to be a descriptive element implicit in the causal theory. A person must presumably, at
least, believe that the sample is a member of a natural kind rather than some other kind. The term
‘bachelor’, for example, refers to a member of a socio-legal kind, whereas the term ‘pencil’ refers to
an artefact. Given that these other terms can also be grounded, there must be something special
about the grounding of certain terms that makes them clearly groundings of natural kind terms,
rather than say artefacts. Think of the grounding of the term ‘human’ in a sample comprised only of
bachelors. Something must make it the case that the common evolutionary origin that determines
the nature of the sample is relevant to the future reference of the term ‘human’ rather than
‘bachelor’. Something must pick out the sample qua members of a natural kind, rather than a sociolegal or other kind. Is it that the grounder “thinks of” the sample as a natural kind and “intends” to
apply the term to the sample as such members?2 (p. 91)
According to the authors, the qua-problem is more extensive than this. When the term ‘human’ is
applied to the sample it should be not only qua members of a natural kind but also qua members of
one particular natural kind. Furthermore any sample of a natural kind is likely to be a sample of more
than one natural kind. E.g. a sample to which the term ‘human’ applies is also primate, mammal,
vertebrate, chordate and animal. In virtue of what is the grounding of a sample qua members of one
natural kind and not another? Because of its grounding, a term refers to all objects sharing the same
nature of the relevant natural kind; however which nature is unclear as the sample shares many. It is
not clear what makes the nature of a human relevant to its reference, rather than to our nature as
mammals, say – a nature we share with mice and elephants. (p. 91)

2

If so isn’t this an instance of a “magical theory of reference”? (Putnam, 1981 p. 3)
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In Classic Text 25 we saw how the causal theory of names allows for failures of grounding where
nothing of the appropriate sort is present; hence empty names. The same is true for natural kind
terms. The natural kind term ‘witch’ is empty because there are no genuine witches, nor have there
been any. Of course, many social outcasts have been labelled ‘witches’; however the purported
groundings of the term have always failed. The term ‘phlogiston’ is also empty. Phlogiston was
belied to be a fire-like element released during combustion or rusting, something that today we
know does not exist. It seems that the phenomenon observed during the supposed groundings of
the term is what we today call oxidation. (p. 91)
According to the authors, there must be something about the mental state of the grounder that
determines which putative nature of the sample is relevant to the grounding. Should the sample
have no such nature then the grounding will fail. What determines the relevant nature is hard to say,
however the authors propose something along the following lines:
People group samples together into natural kinds on the basis of the sample’s observed
characteristics. They observe what the samples look like, feel like, and so on. They observe
how they behave and infer that they have certain causal powers. At some level, then, people
“think of” the samples under certain descriptions – perhaps, ‘cause of O’ where O are the
observed characteristics and powers – and as a result apply the natural kind term to them. It
is this mental activity that determines which underlying nature of the samples is the relevant
one to a grounding. The relevant nature is the one that is, as a matter of fact, picked out by
the descriptions associated with the term in the grounding. If the sample does not have the
appropriate properties – if, for example, the alleged witch does not have the power to cast
spells – then there will be no relevant nature and the grounding will fail. (p. 92)
The authors freely admit that the above account in not a final solution to the qua problem. Unlike
physical natural kinds which are identical, there are individual differences between members of
biological natural kinds which are a result of nature, rather than nurture. Individual differences
among various dogs are a striking example. If individual differences are among the properties picked
out by the determining descriptions in a grounding, then the underlying nature made relevant to the
reference by such a grounding should include such differences. If so, the resulting reference should
not be to all members of the natural kind, but only those that share the nature responsible for the
differences. (p. 92)
Differences between sub-types pose an even greater challenge. Before black swans were discovered
by Europeans in Australia, all swans observed by Europeans had been white. Presumably the term
‘white’ had featured among the descriptions playing a determining role in previously grounding the
term ‘swan’. So, before the discovery of black swans, the reference of the term ‘swan’ should have
been restricted to creatures whose nature made them white inter alia. Yet clearly, the reference was
not so restricted because now the term ‘swan’ refers those lacking such a nature, i.e. to black swans.
Therefore either our presumption is wrong or the causal theory of natural kind terms is wanting. (p.
92)
In Classic Text 26 we saw how taxonomists deal with such variation within a species by depositing
paratypes, which display the extent of such variability, along with the holotype specimen in museum
collections when describing a new species.
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In Classic Text 25 we saw how the qua problem for names led us away from a purely causal theory to
a descriptive-causal theory of grounding while retaining the purely causal theory of reference
borrowing. We are in an analogous position with natural kind terms; however the shift comes at a
price. According to the authors, it raises the possibility of refutation by arguments from ignorance
and error. Secondly, description theories of reference are essentially incomplete in that the
reference of some terms is parasitic upon others while leaving the latter unexplained. So to the
extent that descriptive-causal theories are descriptive, they have the same incompleteness. “The
categorical term that plays a role for a name, the description that classifies a term as a natural kind,
and the descriptions that determine the relevant nature of the samples of a natural kind, all raise
further problems of reference. In virtue of what do they refer?” (p. 93)
If, in explaining reference, we are motivated by ultimate explanations, then we will be drawn
towards causal theories, but causal theories confront the qua problem. However, in order to solve
the qua problem we will require some sort of descriptive element, thus postponing the ultimate
explanation. So, perhaps we must look towards some very basic terms for which the qua problem
does not arise and so are amenable to treatment by a purely causal theory. From these we might be
able to explain other basic terms, like names and natural kind terms, via descriptive-causal theories.
We could then use such terms to explain non-basic, derivative terms via description theories alone.
However, the authors are doubtful whether a pure-causal theory could supply the ultimate
explanation for reference. (p. 93)
Other Kind Terms
Putnam (1975) extends the causal theory of natural kind terms to include such kind terms as ‘pencil’
and ‘paediatrician’. (p. 242 - 245) However, the authors believe he goes too far. Putnam considers
the term ‘pencil’ from the perspective of description theory, so that if we were to use the term
‘pencil’ and its associated descriptions in a sentence, it should seem necessary. Putnam supposes
that ‘artefact’ is one of the associated descriptions for ‘pencil’ and uses the following fiction to reject
description theories.
Imagine that we someday discover that pencils are organisms. We cut them open and
examine them under the electron microscope, and we see the almost invisible tracery of
nerves and other organs. We spy on them, and we see them spawn, and we see the
offspring grow into full-grown pencils – there are not and never were any pencils except
these organisms. (1975, p. 242)
That we can imagine that pencils might not be artefacts shows that ‘Pencils are artefacts’ is not
necessary. So, being an artefact is not part of the meaning of ‘pencil’. This is the problem of
unwanted necessity introduced in Classic Text 21. From this Putnam concludes that ‘pencil’ should
be treated causally, like natural kind terms such as ‘water’ or ‘gold’, by referring to anything that has
the same underlying nature as a sample of pencils. (p. 93 - 94)
According to Stephen Schwartz (1978), what is wrong with Putnam’s refutation of description theory
in the passage above is that he picked the wrong description; in that ‘artefact’ is not part of the
description that expresses the meaning of ‘pencil’. Indeed, we can imagine that pencils are
organisms or that they grow on trees without having to change the meaning of ‘pencil’. Pencils are
tools that serve a human purpose and so are paperweights. Some paperweights are artefacts, but
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others aren’t. Some are natural objects like stones, volcanic glass or pieces of driftwood, yet all of
these are part of the extension of ‘paperweight’. So it seems that not all “artefactual” terms need
refer to artefacts. For want of a better term, the authors decide to continue referring to such tools
and instruments as “artefactual” – within scare quotes. (p. 94)
A better description theory of ‘pencil’ will pay no heed to the fact that they are artefacts; rather it
should attend to their function as writing instruments and how they should instantiate that function.
E.g. the writing function of pencils is achieved via a wax and graphite shaft, rather than liquid ink in
pens or some other friable solid in crayons. Similarly, an appropriate description for ‘chair’ will
attend to its function for seating humans, having supporting backs as well as legs – a chair without a
back is a stool, not a chair. The authors observe that, “The necessities such a theory yields do not
seem unwanted: chairs are indeed necessarily things to sit on.” (p. 94)
Consider next Putnam’s treatment of the socio-legal term ‘paediatrician’. According to the
description theory, the associated description should be ‘medical doctor specialising in the care of
children’. However according to Putnam, it could turn out that paediatricians are in fact Martian
spies; hence the theory has yielded yet another unwanted necessity. According to Schwartz
however, it is irrelevant to the description theory whether or not paediatricians turn out to be
Martian spies because the associated description does not entail that they are not Martian spies. It
does however entail that they are medical doctors. But, if it turned out that paediatricians were not
doctors then it would count against the description theory. However, Putnam has given no reason to
suppose that they might turn out so. (p. 94)
According to the authors, it is not hard to generate description theories of “artefactual” and sociolegal terms that do not produce unwanted necessities. Nor do such theories have the problem of
lost rigidity, because such terms are no more ridged than their associated descriptions. E.g. the term
‘paperweight’ may apply to an object that has never been uses as such, but potentially could be.
Alternatively, term ‘paediatrician’ may apply to someone in this world, who is a plumber in another
possible world. Furthermore, such terms do not appear to have the problems of principled bias or
unwanted ambiguity; although they may have the problem of ignorance and error. (p. 94 - 95)
The authors present an adapted version of an argument by Tyler Burge (1979) purporting to show
that such terms do indeed have the problem of ignorance and error. Consider the “artefactual” term
‘sofa’. Presumably this term is covered by a description theory with the relevant description being
along the lines of, ‘couch with raised ends and back on which several people can sit’. Suppose now
that someone who appears to use the term properly says, “My neighbour has a new sofa” or “Sofas
are more comfortable than church pews”. Suppose further that we discover that this person does
not realise that sofas are multi-seated items of furniture. Perhaps this person calls her oversize
armchair “a sofa” or is uncertain whether to call it one. According to the description theory for this
term, she is strictly speaking incompetent with the English term ‘sofa’. Her term ‘sofa’ does not
mean sofa but something else. Similarly, the beliefs she expresses about sofas are not about sofas
but about other items of furniture. Should she buy a new oversize armchair and tell her neighbour, “I
too have a new sofa”, what should we make of her utterance? According to the description theory,
this utterance should be straightforwardly true, except that what she means by ‘sofa’ is something
like, “large thing for sitting with raised ends and back”. Alternatively, her utterance is strictly
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speaking false because she has no new sofa. According to this view, there is nothing wrong with the
meaning of her term ‘sofa’, only something wrong with her concept of sofas. (p. 95)
Next consider the socio-legal term ‘contract’. In law, its meaning is given by the description ‘legally
binding agreement’. Despite this, some people think that contracts are limited to written
agreements; whereas certain verbal agreements can also be legally binding. Do we say that such
people do not mean contract when they use the term? Probably not – they mean what they say by
the term, only they don’t realise the scope of the term. Finally, consider the medical term ‘arthritis’,
which means ‘inflammation of a joint’. Now imagine someone who complains of a number of
symptoms that are characteristic of arthritis but who adds, “I have arthritis in my thigh” or who is
unsure of this. This seems to be a mistake or ignorance about arthritis rather than the term
‘arthritis’. (p. 95)
Suppose we accept that the people in these examples are using the terms with their normal
meanings but are variously mistaken about the world. Burge compares what we would say about
these people in the situations portrayed in the examples vs. what we would say about them if
everything were the same, except that they live in communities where the terms are used a bit
differently. Perhaps in such communities ‘sofa’ also applies to single-seater armchairs, ‘contract’
referred only to written agreements and ‘arthritis’ applies to general rheumatic conditions, not
necessarily of the joints. In such communities we would say that these people’s utterances are not
mistaken, but true. So, what seems to account for these differences is not something intrinsic to
these people, whom we have assumed are the same, but something about the speech communities
in which they find themselves. Therefore there is a social dimension to meaning, such that the
meaning of a person’s utterance depends not only on the person but also on his or her speech
community. (p. 96)
According to the authors, Burge-type arguments from ignorance and error are supposed to show the
importance of reference borrowing: where a term features in such an argument, it can presumably
be acquired by reference borrowing. However we have already rejected the description theory of
reference borrowing. (Classic Text 21) Therefore we must conclude that description theories alone
cannot explain the featured term. There is no consensus over when Burge-type arguments do
succeed cf. ‘sofa’, ‘contract’ and ‘arthritis’; although many would deny that such an argument is
effective on such terms as ‘paediatrician’. The latter simply cannot be borrowed because anyone
who is competent with such terms must associate the reference-fixing description with them. This is
not to say that a person cannot learn such a term from another, only that once the term is learned
its reference is no longer dependent on the other. (p. 96)
Hybrid Theories
While it may be obvious why one would want to reject a total description theory for a term, it may
not be desirable to reject any role for descriptions in the explanation of a term’s meaning and
reference. It is possible to combine both descriptive and causal elements in a hybrid theory. The
authors identify two distinct ways in which a theory for a term might be a hybrid. Firstly, a theory of
reference fixing or reference borrowing might not be purely causal or merely descriptive. It might be
a combination of both. We discussed the possibility of a “descriptive-causal” theory for reference
fixing of proper names in Classic Text 25 and for natural kind terms above. (p. 96 - 97)
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Secondly, for names and other terms, there is a distinction to be made between the process of
introducing a term into a linguistic community and the process by which competence for the term’s
use spreads throughout such a community. It might therefore be possible to combine a theory of
reference fixing of one sort with a theory of reference borrowing of a different sort. This possibility
was raised for the qua-problem for names in Classic Text 25 and for natural kind terms above. In
contrast to such combinations, the authors call “a total theory” for a term, one where a theory of
reference of one sort is combine with a theory of reference borrowing of the same sort (or within
the theory that the term can’t be borrowed). (p. 97)
Before introducing Burge’s examples above, we discussed possible functional descriptions for such
terms as ‘pencil’ and ‘chair’ together with a description of certain physical characteristics. We also
noted that the associated description for ‘paediatrician’ should be something along the lines of,
‘medical doctor specialising in the care of children’. We suppose that such terms can be borrowed,
therefore a total description theory for such terms will not be suitable. We can however put forward
description theory of reference fixing alone, such that the “experts” who fix the reference are
expected to associate the appropriate description with the term, even though laypersons need not.
Reference borrowing for the term can then be explained by a pure-causal theory that allows
laypersons to depend on experts for their reference. (p. 97)
Pure-causal theories of reference borrowing do not depend on borrowers having any association
between a term and a description of its referent. While this is unproblematic for names and natural
kind terms, it seems much less so for other terms that the authors have highlighted, especially in
light of Burge-type arguments. It highly unlikely that someone could use the term ‘pencil’ to refer to
pencils if he were completely mistaken about them, say by associating the term with the description
for a chair. So borrowers, it seems, must have at least some true beliefs about the referent for the
borrowing to succeed. If this is the case then reference borrowing involves both a causal chain of
communication together with some associated description. Hence a hybrid descriptive-causal theory
of reference of the first sort, above. Combining such a theory with a description theory of reference
fixing, yields a hybrid of the second sort, above. For the term ‘pencil’ this would be a “double hybrid”
theory that is closer to the total classic description theory in Classic Text 21 than the one in the
previous paragraph. (p. 97 - 98)
“Artefactual” terms considered so far are basic ones, but there are others such as ‘sloop’ and
‘dagger’ that can only be defined in terms of other “artefactual” terms. For such non-basic terms a
description theory of reference fixing need not mention function. Thus the meaning of ‘sloop’ may
be given by ‘boat having a single mast with a mainsail and jib”; and that of ‘dagger’, by ‘short doubleedged weapon with a sharp point’. These descriptions include the more basic “artefactual” terms
‘boat’ and ‘weapon’ respectively, which also supply the function. The theory of reference borrowing
needed here is descriptive-causal. It is unlikely that one could refer to sloops by ‘sloop’, even as a
reference borrower, unless one realised that they are boats; or to dagger by ‘dagger’ unless one
realised that they are edged weapons. (p. 98)
Such double hybrid theories that combine a description theory for reference fixing and a descriptivecausal theory of reference borrowing have the same problem of principled bias as classical
description theories. What, or who, determines who the “experts” are? Perhaps there is some
objective fact about the speech community that determines which people’s descriptions fix the
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reference of a certain term and which do not. On the other hand, it is conceivable that the reference
of a term becomes fixed by historical accident. (p. 98)
The authors present an alternative theory of reference fixing of “artefactual” terms that is
descriptive-causal hybrid in the first way mentioned above and analogous to that for natural kind
terms. The descriptive element is lifted from description theory where the description involves
physical characteristics, such as ‘graphite’ for ‘pencil’ or ‘back’ for ‘chair’. The causal element,
meanwhile, derives from the groundings in samples. Thus on this descriptive-causal theory, a term
refers to any object (with the appropriate physical characteristics) that has the same reference
determining function as those objects in the sample. (p. 98)
While description theories of reference fixing for basic “artefactual” terms require that there be
some “experts” who believe that samples of a given kind have a certain function; description-causal
theories have no such requirement. If the description theory is Cartesian, then the experts must
know that the samples have certain functions. If however such an expert, on whom reference
borrowers depend, could use a term successfully even when ignorant or wrong about the function of
the object to which it refers, then that description theory must be wrong. (p. 98 - 99)
According to the authors, “experts” are more likely to be wrong about natural kind terms compared
to “artefactual” terms because they are more likely to be ignorant about the underlying nature of
the former but more likely to know the function of tools and instruments. Counter-examples to the
theory of the latter are to be found among cases where religious or social beliefs mystify the
function of certain artefacts. The function of certain implements found in archaeological contexts is
often conjectural and may thus provide further counter-examples. (p. 99)
As noted in the previous section, a person grounding a natural kind term must associate something
with it that makes it a natural kind term rather than an “artefactual” term. Furthermore, that
something must make the underlying nature of the samples relevant to the reference. If however a
description theory of reference fixing for “artefactual” terms is correct, then samples are irrelevant
to their reference. So there must be something associated with natural kind terms that makes the
ostensive samples relevant to their reference that distinguishes them from “artefactual” terms. If,
on the other hand, a descriptive-causal theory of “artefactual” terms is correct, then the function of
samples is relevant to their reference. If so, there must be something associated with “artefactual”
terms that makes the function of samples relevant to the reference of such terms; and there must
be something else associated with natural kind terms that makes the underlying nature of samples
relevant to the reference of such natural kind terms. (p. 99)
These considerations militate against Putnam’s apparently pure-causal theory of “artefactual” terms,
which “leaves it for the world to decide” what a term refers to: namely whatever kind the samples
exemplify. But a sample may exemplify more than one kind. For example, a chunk of obsidian may
simultaneously exemplify an igneous rock, a paperweight and a blunt weapon. So there must be
something that takes place in the ostensive contact with an “artefact” that makes its function
relevant to its reference, quite apart from its nature or socio-legal status. Presumably this would
involve a further descriptive element in its grounding, apart from a description of its physical
characteristics. Just as the pure-causal theory of reference fixing for natural kind faced an extensive
qua-problem, so the descriptive-causal theory for “artefactual” terms is beset by a similar problem.
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Viz. a sample may exemplify more than one basic “artefactual kind”, as in the example above,
requiring another descriptive element. (p. 99)
The authors pause to summarise the theories identified so far. There are three theories of reference
fixing, namely description, descriptive-causal and pure-causal. There are also three corresponding
theories of reference borrowing. However, there is also fourth theory on which a term can’t be
borrowed. Any theory for a term must combine one of the three for reference fixing with one of the
four for reference borrowing. (p. 100)
If we compare at the alternatives, we find total description theories for a term at one extreme. Such
theories may be of two sorts. Firstly, there is a description theory of reference fixing with no
reference borrowing. This much is implicit in most regular accounts of description theories. These
theories always confront the problem of ignorance and error. In the case of natural kind terms these
problems are severe; whereas in the case of other terms, such as “artefactual” terms they are
worrying. Such theories for natural kind terms also encounter severe problems of principled bias,
unwanted ambiguity, unwanted necessity and lost rigidity. Secondly, total description theories for a
term may allow reference borrowing combined with a description theory of borrowing and fixing (cf.
Strawson’s theory of names). However such theories still confront a bad problem of ignorance and
error and even worse problems of principled bias and unwanted ambiguity. Moreover, all
description theories are essentially incomplete. (p. 100)
At the other extreme, we find pure-causal theories for fixing and borrowing terms. As we have seen,
the pure-causal theory of fixing has a severe qua-problem, no matter what the term. This prompts a
move towards descriptive-causal theories of fixing that are hybrid in the first way mentioned above.
Such a theory of fixing combined with a pure-causal theory of borrowing yields a theory that is
hybrid in the second way mentioned above. The latter are plausible for natural kind terms. A further
modification to a descriptive-causal theory of borrowing yields a total descriptive-causal theory that
is hybrid in the first way only. This is plausible for basic “artefactual” and perhaps some other terms.
However the authors are doubtful that the details of a descriptive-causal theory of fixing can be
worked out; besides which, the descriptive part of any such theory leaves it partly incomplete. (p.
100)
The authors mention other possible combinations which they consider “unpromising”. They also
gesture at a distinction between various types of causal theory, including what hitherto we have
ordinarily meant by “causal” and other varieties of causal theories. However we will postpone their
discussion. (p. 101 - 102)
Analyticity, Apriority and Necessity
True statements can be classified as either analytic which are true simply in virtue of their meaning,
and synthetic which depend for their truth not only on their meaning but also on something about
the world. Consider:
(A) All bachelors are unmarried.
Part of the meaning of ‘bachelor’ is covered by a description theory on which ‘unmarried’ features in
the associated description. Indeed this association is part of its very definition. Therefore (A) it seems
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must be true. In contrast the synthetic statement, ‘All men are mortal’, depends not only on its
meaning but also on something about the world, namely the fact that men are mortal. (p. 101)
According to the authors, description or descriptive-causal theories may be true for many terms. But
according to description theories, the meaning of ‘unmarried’ must be part of the meaning of
‘bachelor’; therefore the truth of (A) must be dependent on the truth of
(L) All unmarrieds are unmarried.
If (L) were not true the semantic relation between ‘bachelor” and ‘unmarried’ would not make (A)
true. Therefore (A) is true solely in virtue of its meaning if (L) is also. Certainly, (L) is obviously true
because it is a “logical truth” that would remain true for any substitution instance of ‘unmarried’.
However the claim that (L) is true solely in virtue of its meaning is contentious. According to Quine,
(L) is true partly in virtue of its meaning and partly in virtue of something about the world. That
something is the “logical” fact that all unmarrieds are indeed unmarried. Therefore neither (L) nor
(A) are analytic in the above sense; however they are analytic in a weaker sense. In this sense, a
sentence is analytic if it is a logical truth like (L) or can be “reduced by definition” to a logical truth as
in (A). In this weaker sense, the claim that logical truths are analytic truths is a trivial claim because it
amounts to the claim that logical truths are logical truths. (p. 101 - 102)
The authors point out that, “true identity statements involving terms covered by a causal theory also
turn out to be analytic in this weaker sense.” Consider the example from Classic Text 21: ‘Mark
Twain is Samuel Clemens’. According to the causal theory of meaning, the meaning of a name such
as ‘Mark Twain’ is given by its role in designating a certain person by a certain type of causal chain.
Similarly, the meaning of ‘Samuel Clemens’ is given by its role in designating the same person by a
different sort of causal chain. Given that these causal chains converge on the same person, the
meanings of these names designate the same person. Therefore, ‘Mark Twain is Samuel Clemens’
reduces to ‘Mark Twain is Mark Twain’ which is an instance of the law of identity and hence a logical
truth (p. 102)
For some philosophers, statements that are analytic in either sense can be known a priori, without
any recourse to experience. If this idea is correct and assuming that (A) really is analytic, then
someone who understands the term ‘bachelor’, tacitly or explicitly, knows that its meaning is partly
bound up with its association with ‘unmarried’. So by simply reflecting on the meaning of the
proposition expressed by (A) he or she can discover its truth without having to resort to any
empirical research. This “conceptual-analysis” view of philosophy is discussed later (Ch. 14.4) by the
authors. (p. 102)
There are two objections to this idea of analyticity’s role in explaining apriority, the first no longer
credible and the second more incisive. The first relies on the “Cartesian assumption” that we have
already rejected (Classic text 17 & 21), to wit that one’s mind is always transparent to its contents,
so that if one is competent in using an expression one would automatically have “privileged access”
to the particulars concerning its meaning. Rather than pursue the first objection only to reject it, we
shall proceed directly to the second: The problem with the argument in the paragraph above is that
knowledge of the meaning of the term ‘bachelor’ is not sufficient for knowledge of (A), without also
knowing that (L). It might be claimed that knowledge of (L) is a priori but, according to the authors,
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“no satisfactory account of how logic can be known a priori has ever been given.” According to
Quine, all knowledge, including knowledge about logic, is empirical. (p. 103)
Analyticity is also thought to explain the necessity of statements like (A); however it only does so
given that (L) which is also necessary; although analyticity does account for the necessity of latter.
Some statements meanwhile are analytic in the weaker sense of being logical truths or being
reducible to logical truths by definition, but, if Quine is right, none of these are known a priori.
Therefore analyticity has only a limited role in explaining necessity. (p. 103)
Donnellan’s Distinction
In this section the authors return to the discussion of singular terms, other than names. In Critical
Reasoning 14 we discussed Russell’s Theory of Descriptions and specifically the meaning of definite
descriptions of the form ‘the 𝐹’. Russell’s theory predates the causal approach to the mechanism of
reference for such terms, which, in any case are almost certainly are not open to such an approach.
Recall that Russell’s theory treats definite descriptions as existential quantifiers with a uniqueness
requirement. Thus, any definite description of the form “the 𝐹 is 𝐺” can be expressed as:
(∃𝑥)[𝐹𝑥 • (∀𝑦)(𝐹𝑦 ⊃ 𝑥 = 𝑦) • 𝐺𝑥]
which reads: There exists an 𝑥 such that 𝑥 is 𝐹 and for all 𝑦 if 𝑦 is 𝐹 then 𝑥 is identical to 𝑦 and 𝑥 is
𝐺. This is equivalent to the author’s paraphrasal, ‘there is something that is alone in being 𝐹 and it is
𝐺.’ Furthermore, ‘the 𝐹 denotes 𝑥 if and only if ‘𝐹’ applies to 𝑥 and nothing else.’ So on Russell’s
theory, the reference of 𝑥 does not depend on any causal relation to it, but rather on the unique
application of a general term to it. However a distinction drawn by Keith Donnellan (1966, 1968)
demonstrates that there may be more to definite descriptions than Russel’s account suggests.
According to Donnellan, there are two uses of definite descriptions – one “attributive” and another
“referential”:
A speaker who uses a definite description attributively in an assertion states something
about whoever or whatever is the so-and-so. A speaker who uses a definite description
referentially in an assertion, on the other hand, uses the description to enable his audience
to pick out whom or what he is talking about and states something about that person or
thing. (1966 p. 285)
Donnellan provides the following pair of examples inter alia.
Attributive use. A group of people happen on the savagely mutilated body of the harmless
and lovable Smith. One says, “The murderer of Smith is insane”.
Referential use. A group of people are present in court where Jones is being tried for the
murder of Smith. Throughout the trial, Jones behaves very strangely. One of the group says,
“The murderer of Smith is insane”.
Donnellan makes clear just how different the two uses of ‘the murderer of Smith’ are. Say that in the
first case, Smith was not murdered but attacked by wild dogs or hit by a meteor. In such a case the
description would be empty because it refers to nobody. Therefore any statement containing it
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would fail to predicate insanity of anyone and so could not be true. That much is implied by Russell’s
theory. (p. 104 - 105)
The second case, however is different. Even if Smith were not murdered, the description ‘the
murderer of Smith’ is not straightforwardly empty. The speaker, who presumably had Jones in mind,
would have succeeded in referring to him by the expression. Suppose furthermore that despite
Jones’ innocence, he really was insane. Then, in one respect, what the speaker said would be true.
So even though ‘the murder of Smith’ does not uniquely apply to Jones, the speaker would have
been able to use the definite description to predicate something true of Jones. (p. 105)
Alternatively, suppose that Jones, despite his innocence, was feigning insanity because he feared
being convicted and that Smith really was murdered by a madman. On this scenario, the second
utterance does not appear to be straightforwardly true. The problem on this scenario is that the
speaker had Jones in mind when he uttered ‘the murderer of Smith…’ yet we supposed that Jones
was not insane. Also, the speaker is unwittingly not referring to the real killer of Smith who does
uniquely satisfy the term ‘murderer of Smith’. Russell’s theory does not cover such usage. (p. 105)
According to the authors, examples of confusion and mistake that such examples generate,
demonstrate that definite descriptions can be ambiguous depending on whether the truth
conditions that contain them are used attributively or referentially. Even though Donnellan himself
was reportedly equivocal about the significance of his distinction; the authors suggest that such
examples alone do not establish this ambiguity. However, the ambiguity may be established when
such examples are joined by further considerations. (p. 105)
Designational Terms
If definite descriptions are indeed ambiguous then, presumably there must be mechanisms of
reference for each meaning. Those for attributive description are already accounted for by Russell’s
Theory. When using a description referentially however, a speaker seemingly has a particular object
or person in mind. In our discussion of names in Classic Text 25 we pointed out that the reference of
an ambiguous name depends on what the speaker has in mind and that we can give a causal account
of it. Thus, “the speaker had a particular object in mind in using a name because a d-chain grounded
in that object was causally active in producing the use of the name” So perhaps this (mostly) causal
mechanism accounts for that of the reference of referential descriptions. In the example above, the
speaker had Jones in mind when he referred to him because of the chain of events that he
experienced during the trial that caused him to use the phrase ‘the murderer of Smith’. In short, the
speaker referred to Jones in virtue of a d-chain grounded in Jones. (p. 105 - 106)
Not satisfied just with Donnellan’s examples of confusion and mistake, the authors turn to
demonstratives and personal pronouns with the aim of comparing them with “incomplete” definite
descriptions. Demonstratives like ‘this’ or ‘that’ and personal pronouns like ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘it’ are
often “deictic”, i.e. their meaning is dependent on the context in which they are used. They may or
may not also be accompanied by a gesture used to “point to” something present (or recently
present). (Contrast this with terms that are used “anaphorically” to cross-refer to something
previously mentioned.) Graham has a cat called Nana. Suppose that Graham observes Nana and
says, “She is hungry”. How did Graham designate Nana? Well, he may have pointed at her but there
were presumably other things in Nana’s environment that pointing alone would not differentiate
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her. But not all demonstratives and pronouns are accompanied by a demonstrative gesture. Graham
may, for example, not have pointed to Nana if she was sufficiently conspicuous in the environment.
Furthermore sometimes reference is made to an object that is absent and thus cannot be
demonstrated. Therefore the idea of designation by pointing or demonstration must be rejected.
The authors suggest a better idea; namely that Graham designated Nana because he perceived her
and this led to his utterance. In other words he designated Nana in virtue of a d-chain grounded in
her. (p. 106)
In Classic Text 25 we saw how the qua-problem for names prompted a move away from a purecausal to a descriptive-causal theory of reference. Demonstratives, ‘this’ and ‘that’ as well as the
pronoun ‘it’ face the same qua-problem.
Suppose someone points at Nana and says “I’d like to paint that”. In virtue of what was ‘that’
grounded in Nana rather than in part of Nana? And how wrong could he be about what he
was pointing at and yet still succeed in referring? What if what he took to be a cat was a
mere shadow? This problem pushes us once again to a descriptive-causal theory. (p. 106)
Consideration of other demonstratives and pronouns suggests that a descriptive element must be
introduced into a theory of reference for these terms. The pronouns, ‘he’ and ‘she’ are gendered
and therefore already contain some explicit descriptive content, unlike ‘it’ or the demonstratives
‘this’ and ‘that’ which are gender neutral. In deictic use the reference of ‘she’, for example, is partly
determined by what the description ‘feminine’ applies to, while its d-chain is grounded in whatever
feminine object is playing the appropriate causal role; hence, a descriptive-causal theory for
reference in its deictic use. (p. 106 - 107)
As the authors point out, there are also complex demonstratives such as ‘that man’ that have even
more descriptive content. The reference for deictic uses of such terms can also be accounted for by
partly causal and partly descriptive mechanisms. Thus, in Jones’ trial, the person provoked to say of
his behaviour, “That man is insane”, designates Jones partly in virtue of the fact that the description
‘man’ applies to Jones and partly in virtue of the fact that the pronoun ‘that’ is causally grounded in
Jones. (p. 107)
There are also many “incomplete” definite descriptions such as ‘the table’ and ‘the book’. They may
be used deictically yet fail to denote anything because general terms like ‘table’ and ‘book’ apply to
millions of items, not just to one unique thing. If incomplete descriptions are treated according to
Russell’s theory, they would fail to refer. One way around this is to regard them as elliptical,
according to which speakers, if asked, would have a longer description in mind than the brief one
uttered. This workaround however has the same problems of principled bias and ignorance and
error as there were for names. (See Classic Text 21) It is not possible to say which of the many
elliptical descriptions is the one a speaker “has in mind” and hence carries the burden of
determining reference. Furthermore, it may be that a speaker’s beliefs about the referent are too
vague or impoverished to supply the required elliptical description. Indeed a speaker may be so
wrong that the elliptical description that he or she might yield actually identifies some other object
other than the referent. The authors however concede that despite these problems, there surely are
some incomplete descriptions that can be treated according to Russell’s theory as elliptical definite
descriptions. The majority of cases however can be regarded as complex demonstratives. Thus ‘the
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book’ is usually more like ‘that book’, with its reference determined partly by the description ‘book’
and partly by a d-chain grounded in the book in question. (p. 107)
At the trial above, the person who was provoked to say “That man is insane”, might just as well have
said “The man is insane”. Either would have served the same communicative purpose and meant
very much the same thing. At any rate, if the reference for a complex demonstrative such as ‘that
man’ can be accounted for by d-chains, it is plausible to account for the reference of the incomplete
description ‘the man’ in the same way. The same is plausible for complex demonstratives. According
to the authors, “[d]enotation usually has no more to do with the reference of ‘the man’ than it has
to do with that of ‘that man’.” (p. 107 - 108)
From the above we can see that there are deictic uses of demonstratives, pronouns and definite
descriptions that share a common mode of reference depending of d-chains. Such terms differ in
their amount of descriptive content with those such as ‘this’ having none, ‘she’ having some and
‘that book’ or ‘the book’ having more. We may even extrapolate beyond these uses. The use of
definite descriptions that are rich in descriptive content, such as ‘the murderer of Smith’, also
depend on d-chains. The latter feature among Donnellan’s examples, previously mentioned. (p. 108)
The authors conclude that definite descriptions are indeed ambiguous. Aside from attributive use
that is covered by Russell’s Theory of Descriptions, there are uses that are that can be explained
causally. Donnellan called such uses “referential” however ‘refer’ is a generic term for all kinds of
reference. Because such use of a description depends on d-chains for reference, the authors prefer
to call it “designational”. Thus, a description used designationally yields a designational token, as
does a deictic use of a demonstrative or personal pronoun. And all of these tokens are designational
terms. (p. 108)
Just as reference borrowing is possible for names, so another person can borrow the reference of a
designational description. Someone who was at the trial can tell a friend about Jones using a
description like, ‘the man on trial’. The friend can then go on to use the description designationally.
When he does so he will also have Jones in mind because there will be a d-chain linking his usage to
that of his friend, the reference lender, and so back to Jones at the trial. (p. 108)
Although, ‘this’, ‘that’ and ‘it’ are devoid of explicit descriptive content, it is fair to suppose that
when used deictically they can have some implicit descriptive content. The latter is important to
reference and was proposed as a solution to the qua-problem. According to the authors’ descriptivecausal theory of pronouns and demonstratives with explicit descriptive content, such content is also
important to reference. Thus, if the person at the trial says, with Jones in mind, “The murderer of
Smith is insane”, he or she will only succeed in designating Jones if he is indeed guilty. If however
Jones is innocent, then by saying so he or she will have failed to designate Jones. Since his or her
description token is designational, it will not matter, as far as reference is concerned, whether or not
Jones was the unique murderer of Smith but it will matter if Jones is innocent. In the latter case, the
description would be strictly empty even though it retains its causal link to Jones. (p. 108)
In Classic Test 25 we discussed the introduction of names in the form of face-to-face dubbings. A
name can also be introduced in the absence of its bearer by a definite description. If the description
is designational then there will still be a d-chain linking the name to its bearer; however sometimes
the description many be attributive. Consider the name ‘Jack the Ripper’. Although no one knows, to
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this day, who this person was, the name was introduced into 19th Century London by an attributive
description along the lines of ‘the murderer of those prostitutes’. So the description and hence the
name depends for its reference on whoever committed those murders, even though no Londoner
had any particular person in mind and the terms were not grounded in anybody. Such names are
attributive, while ordinary names are designational. (p. 108 - 109)
Attributive names are can be explained by a hybrid theory of reference, a description theory of
reference fixing and a causal theory of reference borrowing. In Classic Text 21 we saw that
description theories of names were problematic for a number of reasons. However names like ‘Jack
the Ripper’ which are attributive are very much the exception. Furthermore, we found the
description theory of reference borrowing for all names created more problems than it solved. (p.
109)
Finally, the authors consider indefinite descriptions of the form ‘an 𝐹’. According to Charles Chastain
(1975), indefinite descriptions are also ambiguous, being used analogously to designational definite
descriptions.
In Critical Reasoning 11, we saw that the standard formulation of sentence such as ‘A mosquito is in
this room’ is given by
(∃𝑥)(𝑀𝑥 • 𝑅𝑥 )
which reads: There exists and 𝑥 such that 𝑥 is a mosquito and 𝑥 is in this room. This sentence is true
if somewhere in the room there is a mosquito, irrespective of anybody’s knowing about it. On this
interpretation, an indefinite description is the same as an attributive definite description without the
uniqueness requirement. (p. 109)
However there is another use of the indefinite description when a speaker has a particular object in
mind. Suppose that Fiona hears mosquito 𝑥 in the room and utters the sample sentence above. She
then sprays the room with insecticide and says, “That will kill it”. Suppose furthermore that the
insecticide kills a previously unnoticed mosquito 𝑦 but fails to kill 𝑥. Now the ‘it’ in Fiona’s second
sentence is clearly used anaphorically to cross-refer to whatever ‘a mosquito’ referred to in the first
sentence. On the standard quantificational interpretation above, ‘a mosquito’ refers to any
mosquito, not a particular mosquito, 𝑥 or 𝑦. So on that interpretation, Fiona’s second sentence is
true: 𝑦 is a mosquito and the insecticide killed it. However 𝑦 is not what Fiona had in mind when she
sprayed the room – she didn’t even notice it. Instead she had 𝑥 in mind and 𝑥 survived, therefore
her second sentence must be false. So it seems that the ‘it’ in Fiona’s second sentence refers to 𝑥
and therefore ‘a mosquito’ on which ‘it’ depends for its reference must also refer to 𝑥. Therefore
indefinite descriptions can have a designational as well as attributive meanings. (p. 109)
The idea that descriptions are ambiguous has been widely opposed. This opposition rests on a
distinction drawn by Grice that the authors subsequently discuss in Ch. 7.4 of their book. The
distinction is between what an expression means by its “conventional” or “literal” meaning vs. what
a speaker means by its “speaker” meaning. According to those opposed to the idea of ambiguous
descriptions, a description can be used with a particular object in mind but deny that such use
exemplifies a distinct meaning. Thus when the speaker, with Jones in mind, utters “The murderer of
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Smith is insane”, the truth of the utterance depends on the sanity of Smith’s murderer, whether or
not it was Jones. This has been credibly argued by Stephen Neale as follows:
Suppose it is common knowledge that Smith is the only person taking Jones’ seminar. One
evening, Jones throws a party and Smith is the only person who turns up. A despondent
Jones, when asked the next morning whether his party was well attended, says,
Well, everyone taking my seminar turned up
fully intending to inform me that only Smith attended. The possibility of such a scenario,
would not lead us to complicate the semantics of ‘every’ with an ambiguity; i.e., it would not
lead us to posit semantically distinct quantificational and referential interpretations of
‘everyone taking my seminar’. (1990 p. 87 - 88)
Similarly, according to Neale, the possibility of Donnellan’s examples should not lead us to
complicate the semantics of ‘the 𝐹’. The former merely illustrate the general point made by Grice,
above, to wit that what an expression literally means may not necessarily be what a speaker intends
to convey by that expression. (p. 110)
That a quantified sentence can be used to convey a thought with a particular object in mind, does
not necessarily indicate that its quantifier has a literally designational meaning. ‘Every’, for example
has only one meaning, even though it can be used to express a thought about Smith. We could say
the same about ‘the 𝐹’ and ‘an 𝐹’. When one has a thought about a particular 𝐹 in mind one readily
uses ‘the 𝐹’ or ‘an 𝐹’ to express it. Although we standardly use ‘the book’ to designate a particular
book and ‘a man’ to designate a particular man, there are no standard uses of ‘every’. The latter
when used designationally depends on a special context. The regular standard use of descriptions
designationally points to a conventional usage. These conventions are semantic, as are the
conventions for attributive use. There are also conventions governing the use of ‘the 𝐹’ and ‘an 𝐹’ to
express thoughts with certain kind of meaning. (p. 110)
Task
It should be clear from this and preceding chapters by the authors that there is no overarching
model or theory that explains the meaning or reference of different natural language terms
according to their different uses. Why is it that some formal languages systems of symbolic logic
seem to capture the meaning of certain terms yet are woefully inadequate to deal with other
commonplace expressions?
Feedback
We cannot anticipate your response to this question but there several points to take into account.




Logical systems are constructed from the “bottom up” using syntax only, a number of
uninterpreted primitive systems and a hand full of axioms. Only later is an interpretation
added expressed in a metalanguage. (Critical Reasoning 16)
Formal systems are created in such a way that they are amenable to our desired
interpretations. The will often be some form of reasoning that can be expressed in a manner
that reflects some aspect(s) of natural language. E.g. The distinction between subjects and
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predicates reflected in predicate logic was already known by the time of Plato and Aristotle.
Other notions like identity and modality were only incorporated some 2000 years later.
The evolution of natural language has been shaped by natural and cultural selection. There
probably is no discoverable reason for why the linguistic capacity among humans is as it is.
What worked and replicated readily has been favoured over less favourable or cumbersome
systems. The logical structure or consistency of natural language were almost certainly not
the level at which selection operated.
It should be no indictment in symbolic logic that it is unable to capture all manner of
subtleties in the usage of some the terms in this study unit. Indeed in many of the examples
above such subtleties have been exaggerated or chosen for their unusualness.
Some examples of the logic of truth conditional sentences (Classic Text 17) as well as the
logic of the definite and indefinite article above would be useful discussion points. (E.g. See
Neal (1990) for a defence of Russell’s view of definite descriptions.)
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